
CHAPTER VIII 
GENERAL OBSERVATION 

 

 

An attempt has been made in the foregoing pages to present a comprehensive study on 

“A Socio-Religious Study on the Satra Institution of Assam with special reference to 

Barpeta Satra and its relation with the Hatis (cluster of settlements).” Vaisnavism is 

one of the most important sects of Hinduism and neo-vaisnavite movement essentially 

began in Assam with the advent of Sankaradeva. The main emphasis of the neo-

vaisnavite movement was on bhakti or devotion. The special feature of Assamese 

neo-vaisnavism is the satra institution. It is the heritage institution of neo-vaisnavite 

movement of the state. The satra is a unique socio-religious and cultural institution of 

Assam and originated in the medieval times. The satra institution acted as an aid in 

making the Assamese society united. During the last few centuries of its existence it 

has been enriching the Assamese life morally, socially, educationally, culturally and 

contributed a great deal to the realm of literature and art. Lots of satras were 

established in Assam by Sankaradeva and his disciples and among these Barpeta satra 

is one of the biggest satras of Assam established at Barpeta by Madhavadeva, the 

chief disciple and apostle of Sankaradeva with proper help from Mathuradas Burha 

Ata. From the time of construction till completion it became the center for spiritual 

uplift of the devotees. Side by side arrangements were made for practicing art, culture, 

dance, drama and a host of other activities. Satra complex is a well defined and 

dignified structure. One unique feature of Barpeta satra is that it is democratically 

managed. Rules and regulations for management of the satra came into existence. A 

number of functionaries also had been created for smooth running of the kirtanghar 

and it is continuing till date. The social life of the people of Barpeta is related with 

satra. The extent to which the beliefs and practices of religious rituals influence social 

life and relationship constitute the functional aspect of religion. At Barpeta almost all 

the local people follows vaisnavism.  

This subject matter had attracted me when I was a student of Anthropology. From that 

time I have tried to know this and started to study some related books. Several times I 

observed the way of life of the people, living at Barpeta town that follow vaisnavism. 

It really appreciated me. Apart from the observation of their daily life, I had gone 
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through lots of books. I become interested to do more. Many of the persons did work 

which inspired me to do again. To know in details I took the decision for conducting 

the research work on this subject. A number of studies were made but none of these 

books dealt in depth about the socio religious study on the satra institution of Assam 

with special reference to Barpeta satra and its relations with the hatis. For that I felt 

that, there are scopes for research as many of the aspects have not been studied. 

This work has been done for examining the issues, such as- Assam and its people, 

vaisnavite movement in Assam, origin and development of satra institution in Assam, 

hati structure of Barpeta, religious rites of the satras in Assam in general and Barpeta 

in particular, impact of Barpeta satra in the day to day life of the people of Barpeta, 

relations of the people of Barpeta with Barpeta satra, constitution of Barpeta satra, 

socio religious importance of satra institution in general and Barpeta satra in 

particular. Communal harmony and universal brotherhood as vouchsafed by the tenets 

of the satra institution and various activities of the kirtanghar in the promotion of art, 

literature and culture have also been discussed. 

For conducting this research work Barpeta satra and Barpeta town in the district of 

Barpeta had been selected. For conducting this work primary data were collected from 

the field i.e. 22 hatis at Barpeta town, among these 3 are principal hatis and other 19 

are secondary hatis. While the secondary sources of data were collected from 

published books, journals, official records, internet and news papers. For collecting 

primary data the necessary anthropological techniques as well as methods were 

adopted.  

Assam is unique and splendid and is a composition of three racial elements, namely- 

the Australoids, the Mongoloids and the Caucasoids. The process has made Assam the 

most diversified state in the country, both ethnically and linguistically and one of the 

very few in the world. The mighty Brahmaputra flowing across Assam is fondly 

called the Luit by the Assamese. The Brahmaputra has moulded human civilization on 

both its banks. Its climatic atmosphere is good for plants and animals. The sun rises to 

awaken the land and her people and set beautifully in the evening, allowing the moon 

to shower beauty once a month by reflecting the sun rays. The emerging development 

perspective in terms of economically integrating the North East with the south east 

Asia holds out a great promise for the development of the region in general and 

Assam in particular. To achieve these goals, collective initiatives should be taken for 

developing a unified single market by resolving border disputes, removing barriers to 
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movement of goods, labour and capital, developing inter-state transport and 

communication, harmonizing policies and developing common strategy for research 

and development, utilizing water resources and developing tourism. Most of the 

people living in Assam follow Hinduism and two sects of Hinduism such as sakta and 

vaisnava are found among the Hindu People of Assam. Among them a majority of 

population follow vaisnavism because of its simplicity. The festivals of Assam serve a 

great cause by encouraging different communities to live in harmony, irrespective of 

belief, custom and level of development. Assamese food habits imply the food items 

consumed by the majority people of Assam. Because of the geographical 

characteristics of the area in the broader sense, both the tribal and the non-tribal 

people use particular food items as their principal food for lunch and dinner which are 

now becoming very popular among the people outside Assam and lots of such ethnic 

food hotels and restaurants are grown up through which Assam its people and their 

socio-cultural activities are automatically highlighted.  

General descriptions of Barpeta town and hatis have been made. The hatis are mainly 

related to the satra. The demographic outline of the people of three principal hatis has 

been made. The old name of Barpeta was Tantikuchi. It suggests that it was the abode 

of weavers. Once a group of weavers came from Sibsagar district of Assam and 

settled here. Barpeta was once in the middle of the Brahmaputra River. Hence the 

name was Barpet or Barpeta. Again according to one opinion, it was the center of 

learning (barpith). The word Barpeta is a corrupt form of Barpith. Barpeta is a center 

of religious activities. Barpeta satra is one of the ancient satras of Assam. Barpeta 

town was declared a district head quarter of Barpeta district of Assam in the year 

1983. The mighty Brahmaputra is flowing along the southern side of the district. The 

land of the district is gradually sloping from north to south. The difference of height 

level from the Bhutan Hills to the bank of the Brahmaputra is about 40 feet. The 

district is of a vast plain area except for a small hillock on the south, named Baghbar 

hills. The Brahmaputra has a number of tributaries namely Pohumara, Kaldia, 

Nakhanda, Beki, Palla and Chaulkhowa. Historically, Barpeta was a part of old 

Kamrupa Kingdom. The king of the Barman dynasty ruled over this part. That was 

also the time when different tribes like the Dravidians, Mongoloids, Ausrtians etc 

lived together. Later on hordes of the Aryans began to penetrate into this region 

through its western boundary and settled here. Thus interconnection of population of 

ancient tribes and communities came together and a mixed race evolved in course of 
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time. A mixed language also developed incorporating liberally a vast array of words 

belonging to different non Aryan languages into the main lingua-franca which belong 

to the Indo Aryan group of language known as Assamese language in course of time. 

The religious history of Barpeta is related with the coming of Sankaradeva to this 

place and staying permanently at Patboushi near Barpeta. People of different castes 

and communities are living here. Hindu community is the majority community. 

Among the Hindus, majority of the people follow vaisnavite religion. Inter-marriage 

between castes, communities etc are also quite common now. With changes in time, 

there have been considerable changes in the nature and composition of population. In 

the past most of the people were petty traders; but today the no. of office goers, 

teachers, pleaders etc have increased. Barpeta satra was established by the grant of 

land given by Ahom monarch Siva Singha. After wards during the British rule, 

Barpeta was declared a township by amalgamating 22 hatis of the satra and the town 

dwellers led their life according to the rules and regulations of the satra organizations. 

The main objective of hati formation was to streamline the activities of the people and 

to assign different satra related works among different people. Studied area is a 

unique distinction for smooth running of various activities of the satra particularly 

with the ecclesiastical affairs of the satra. All the people of the hatis are Assamese 

and they follow vaisnavism. They have good water supply facilities, good sanitation 

system, good communication facilities for which the settlement is definitely an urban 

settlement. In regard to the dress and ornaments as well as the food habit of the people 

purely depend upon the Assamese culture and traditions. All the hatis have a place of 

popular gathering which is very significant in the socio-cultural and socio-religious 

life of the people of Barpeta. Now the town has been extended and due to dearth of 

residential space people originally living in the hatis prefer to shift their residences to 

such areas where they can construct their houses in spacious plots of land. It is now a 

general tendency of the people to shift their residences towards the town from villages 

for various amenities enjoyed in towns. Generally people living in joint families 

prefer to have new establishments for their own families. Due to such tendencies of 

the people, new localities have grown up on the outskirt of the township. People 

having new establishments on these localities also maintain their allegiance to the 

hatis, where they originally lived. In this way there has been a necessity for 

organizational change of the satra. In this respect the satra authority as well as the 

public should come forward to take necessary steps. 
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Vaisnavism and satra institution of Assam have been broadly examined here. 

Vaisnavism was first propagated in the medieval Assam by Sankaradeva and the most 

notable characteristic of vaisnavism of Assam is the satra institution. Sankaradeva the 

great saint who established the neo-vaisnavite movement was born in Assam. He was 

one of the greatest reformers of mankind but tragedy is that he remained more or less 

unknown beyond the state. Sankaradeva wrote drama when Shakespeare was not even 

born. Sankaradeva owing to his inner mind set got the strength to elevate the lower 

caste people to a right status. He asserted that all people are having common identity 

and social standing and before the Supreme Being all such distinctions disappear. The 

main theme of Sankaradeva’s neo-vaisnavism is ek-sarana-naam-dharma. It explains 

that God is only one and this religion is for all, irrespective of caste and sex. Both of 

these views are maintained by Barpeta satra. The special feature of Assamese neo-

vaisnavism is the satra institution. Due to popularity of this new religion, many 

people belonging to different castes and creed espoused the new religion. Satra 

institution helped in the unity of the Assamese society. It is also a chord linking 

Assam with the rest of India. Satra is the main institution around which all religious 

and cultural activities move. In the initial stage of neo-vaisnavite movement by satra, 

it meant a religious sitting, some times in the open field or an association to hold 

religious discussion rather than a systematic institution. In the course of time this 

infant institution began to develop on a distinct line and ultimately with features and 

characters of its own. The importance of neo-vaisnavite movement in Assam does not 

lie in the religious aspect alone. It also contributes much to the social unity and reform 

the cultural development of the Assamese people. It gives new literature; introduce a 

new type of music, dance and drama. The satra influences on various arts is worth 

mentioning. The satra has been acting as the model of morality by keeping close 

vigilance over its disciples. The persons living in the atmosphere of these religious 

institutions are polite and highly polished in their behavior.  

Barpeta satra popularizes the art of classical music in the form of bargeet and drama 

which is called ankiya-bhaona and others also. The performance of bhaona gives 

birth to a class of artisans who are specialized in the art of preparing masks, costumes 

and effigies. Besides the religious text written by Sankaradeva and Madhavadeva, 

some other religious texts like the Ramayana and the Mahabharata are also discussed 

in the satra. One unique feature of Barpeta satra is that it is democratically managed. 

The constitution of Barpeta satra is still prevailing and all the people related to satra 
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obey it whole heartedly. Nowadays people are thinking about some modifications of 

the constitution but not yet have done it. Rules and regulations for management of the 

satra were framed. A number of functionaries also had been created for smooth 

running of the kirtanghar and it is continuing till date. Barpeta satra is rich in every 

aspect, like- religious, social, economic and cultural. Apart from the religious aspect, 

Barpeta satra has tremendously influenced the social and cultural lives of the people. 

It has taught people to love all castes and creed and behave with all people equally. 

During the long course of its existence, Barpeta satra has undergone various changes 

in all fields. Such changes are noticeable in structure, organization, management and 

so forth. Though the satra is maintaining its traditional character in religious 

activities, very important changes have taken place in the management of the satra. It 

is noticed that there are some disregard has developed for the satra among some 

young generations due to impact of modernity against all values and traditions. 

Changes are of course rapidly taking place in the culture, the way of life etc. but there 

is another side that some young stars are whole heartedly obeying the satra culture. 

Barpeta is a place of trade and commerce but now some people have done other 

services also. The participants in traditional functions of the satra say that when the 

older generation will die, the satriya culture which was introduced by Sankaradeva 

and Madhavadeva will be vanished. As a result there will be a lack of skilled artists in 

various art forms in the satra. Though the neo-vaisnavite movement of Sankaradeva 

has given permission to follow this to all the people. Later on the lower caste people 

and the Muslims were not permitted to enter inside the kirtanghar. But due to the 

efforts of some liberal minded persons and public organizations, the satra authority 

granted permission to all the Hindu people to enter the satra. From that time the satra 

is running according to the principle. Till date females are debarred from entering the 

kirtanghar. It is known that, women were given due importance in earlier times. But 

the position of women later on degraded to a large extent in the male dominated 

society and they were debarred from entering into the kirtanghar. Strong demand is 

being raised from time to time in favour of women’s entry but inside the town there 

are strong groups who are dead against the entry of women. It is hoped that sooner or 

later, this attitude will get softened and all restrictions in the entry of women will be 

removed. It is deplorable that Muslims have no entry into the whole kirtanghar 

campus. 
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There are several relations between the people residing in different hatis and the 

satra. Vaisnavism and satra institution of Assam have been broadly discussed here. 

Vaisnavism was first propagated in the medieval Assam by Sankaradeva and the most 

notable characteristic of the vaisnavism of Assam is the satra institution. The 

organization of Barpeta satra tries to attract the people towards every aspect of the 

satra affairs. One such affair is maintenance of social justice amongst all. The 

samuaha bhakat of the satra is concerned with preserving social norms among the 

people of Barpeta. It should be noted that particular hatis and different dynasties of 

Barpeta are assigned the duties in different satra centric rites and rituals at different 

periods of time and these are still in vogue. An individual hati has got its own 

organization covering social, political and economic aspects. In the daily prayer 

services people of different dynasties perform their own duties. In this service other 

people also perform their duties. During the time of satra festival people of different 

dynasties, different caste population and people from every hati perform their duties. 

A person who is initiated to the mahapurushiya faith and wishes to take a share may 

be able to enlist him as a member of the samuha. The institution of samuha-bhakata 

in the past took greater responsibilities of management and supervision of daily 

activities including religious activities. For this purpose, there were regular sittings of 

the samuha in front of the math twice a day just after the Morning Prayer and also 

after the afternoon prayer. Now such type of samuha-bhakatar-mel is not regular but 

occasionally such sitting is requisitioned. It is evident that the members of the samuha 

maintain their relation with the satra and involve themselves in such matters of the 

satra relating to the organization and management of the properties. From the days of 

Mathuradas Burha Ata, trade and commerce expanded to new areas. Traders of 

Barpeta expanded their trade even to Dhaka, Rongpur and Moimansing. As the time 

passes, the number of trading communities has increased and their trades become 

hereditary. But as time passes on, the professions of most of the communities have 

come to the verge of extinction. We can take the example of lime worker, who have 

already abandoned their profession because of non availability of raw materials. 

Blacksmiths, goldsmiths and other caste based professions have abandoned their 

professions at least partially. A large number of people have also changed their 

professions. Modern education is one of the reasons for this large scale changes in 

professions. 
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Special attentions have been made on socio-religious importance of the satra 

institution in Assam in general and Barpeta satra in particular. Although detachment 

from material pleasure and attainment of salvation are the hallmarks of satra 

institution, yet its activities are not solely confined to religion alone. It has made 

immense contribution to social and cultural life of the Assamese society at large and 

to this satra centric town in particular. This satra has unfolded some essential aspects 

of social and cultural life, such as projecting the way of how to lead a sound life 

before the socially backward people, emphasizing the belief of one religion, one God 

before the people irrespective of caste or creed, relaxation of harsh caste system 

through changes of values and equality of status, encouragement of cottage industries 

and such other essential aspects of life. The satra has influenced in different ways not 

only the residents of Barpeta, but also the people of the neighbouring satras. Barpeta 

has been acting as the symbol of morality and truth by focusing close attention on its 

disciple. It is a common knowledge that people living under the influence of the satra 

are sober and gentle. In conversation among themselves they use passive voice in 

order to mark politeness. The influence of the satra in the case of different art and 

culture is worth special mention. The satras are specialized in classical songs and 

dances and of course in acting. Sankaradeva, Madhavadeva and other religious heads 

wrote and popularized ankiya-bhaona. The staging of bhaona created a class of expert 

artists who were specialized in the art of preparation of dresses for the actors, 

manufacture of idols and their ornamentation, manufacture of furniture etc. The relics 

of these art forms are still evident at Barpeta satra. Every hati has a haitar-ghar, 

where the people of the hati can meet and discuss different religious and social 

matters. Every hati has also a hati treasury where the people can borrow loan to meet 

their needs. The satra has also encouraged the residents to engage themselves in 

different trade and commerce. In the neo-vaisnavite religion propagated by 

Sankaradeva, Madhavadeva and others, there is no distinction among people on the 

basis of caste and creed. This is the principal theme in the vaisnvite religion. 

Sankaradeva initiated the people of low castes and even Muslims into the fold of his 

religion. The people of Barpeta who have services in different places come home 

during different festivals, specially in doul festival. People from various places also 

come to Barpeta satra and it makes communal harmony and universal brotherhood 

among the masses possible. 
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Findings: Though Barpeta satra is a religious institution but it has great importance 

in socio-economic, socio-cultural and socio-political life of the people of adjoining 

areas. The impact of satra in the daily life cycle of the people of Barpeta town 

through formal and informal activities is an important aspect. Contribution towards 

the classical dance and cultural activities of Barpeta satra is a unique one. Barpeta 

satra is a platform for spreading vaisnavite movement in Assam. This satra is an 

institution patronizing unique satra based culture of devotion to Lord Vishnu. Barpeta 

satra has much significance and the hati system of Barpeta paved the way for 

promotion of socio-cultural and spiritual life of the people. One unique feature of 

Barpeta satra is that it is democratically managed. A number of functionaries also had 

been created for smooth running of the satra and it is continuing till date. The 

constitution of Barpeta satra is still prevailing and all the people related to satra obey 

it whole heartedly. Nowadays people thinking about some modifications of the 

constitution but not have done yet. There is no entry of women inside the kirtanghar 

and Muslims have not been given the permission to enter inside the kirtanghar 

campus till date. One interesting system found here is that there is a hati bank (fund) 

in every hati of Barpeta. To get a loan from the hati fund one has to mortgage gold 

ornaments of approximately equal value to the loan amount. In the annual meeting of 

the hati fund, which is held in the haitar-ghar in the first week of the month of bahag, 

interests on loans are to be paid. The hatis and the satra in Barpeta are platforms of 

communal harmony and universal brotherhood. Barpeta satra has discharged the duty 

of spreading the vaisnavite movement in Assam and the impact of kirtanghar and its 

religious and spiritual activities are helpful in the promotion of literature, art and 

culture. It is found that almost all the people of the hati were educated and the density 

of family in the hatis was very congested. 

It is quite impossible to draw any inference based on a topic of great importance. The 

division of the study into chapters, it may be mentioned that it is simply a matter of 

convention rather than of convenience; the whole study should be treated as an 

integrated analysis rather than of loose fragments. The work is a humble attempt to 

fill up the gap to present an integrated study about ‘A Socio-Religious Study on the 

Satra Institution of Assam with special reference to Barpeta Satra and its relation 

with the hatis (cluster of settlements)’ based on the source materials so far. 

It is very difficult to study a satra institution as a whole due to prevailing superstitions 

and introvert nature of the people, particularly amongst the women. So it has a great 
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scope to study the other nature like political, economic etc of the satra institution in 

general and Barpeta satra in particular in near future. 
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